
or costs of being a skilled expression “reader”? Does emotion 
recognition ability covary with other cognitive and personality 
traits? And so on).

In the present study, we focus on individual differences in the 
ability to recognize felt and simulated enjoyment smiles (Ekman 
and Friesen, 1982). There are three main reasons for this choice. 
First, smile recognition is a crucial aspect of emotion recogni-
tion and has obvious implications for everyday social behavior. 
Second, smiling is among the most thoroughly investigated facial 
expressions, and there is ample evidence of consistent individual 
differences in recognition performance (Ekman, 2003a). Finally, 
a number of testable hypotheses on the origins of individual dif-
ferences in smile recognition have been advanced in the literature 
and are thus amenable to empirical evaluation.

The Duchenne marker
Felt and simulated smiles typically differ in several ways; for exam-
ple, there are measurable differences in the symmetry, speed, timing, 
and synchrony of muscle activation (e.g., Ekman et al., 1981; Ekman 
and Friesen, 1982; Frank et al., 1993; Chartrand and Gosselin, 
2005; Krumhuber and Kappas, 2005; Schmidt et al., 2006, 2009; 
Krumhuber et al., 2007). However, research in the past decades 
has focused overwhelmingly on a single morphological cue – the 
Duchenne marker – often considered as the most reliable, robust, 
and diagnostic cue of felt enjoyment (see Ekman, 2003b).

The Duchenne marker corresponds to Action Unit 6 (AU6) 
in the facial action coding system (FACS; Ekman et al., 2002), 
and is produced by the contraction of the external strand of the 
Orbicularis Oculi muscle; its main visible cues are the raising of 
the cheek, the lowering of the eye cover fold, the narrowing of the 
eye aperture, and the appearance of wrinkles (“crow’s feet”) on 
the external side of the eye. Ekman (2003b), Ekman and Friesen 
(1982) estimated that less of 10% of people have voluntary control 
of AU6, thus being able to simulate a credible enjoyment smile. 
Behavioral and psychophysiological studies converged in  suggesting 

InTroDucTIon
A smiling face does not always signal the experience of enjoyable 
emotions; people smile for many different reasons, for example 
to regulate conversation (Ekman, 2001), to mask other emotional 
states (e.g., anger or sadness), or to manipulate and deceive others 
(Ekman and Friesen, 1982; Ekman et al., 1988). The ability to dis-
criminate between felt emotions and simulated emotional displays 
is essential to cope with the complexity of human social world; 
indeed, this ability starts developing early in childhood (Gross and 
Harris, 1988; Bugental et al., 1991; Gosselin et al., 2002a; Pons 
et al., 2004; Del Giudice and Colle, 2007) and is usually considered 
a key facet of emotional intelligence (Mayer and Salovey, 1993; 
Goleman, 1995).

Whereas some people are very good at recognizing felt and 
simulated expressions, others appear to lack this ability more or 
less completely. Normal adults usually perform at ceiling level 
when asked to distinguish between “basic” emotional expressions 
(see Ekman, 2001, 2006; Suzuki et al., 2006). However, when they 
are asked to judge whether a person is actually feeling a specific 
emotion, accuracy varies widely – ranging from 100% correct 
responses to chance-level performance (Ekman and O’Sullivan, 
1991; Frank et al., 1993; Ekman et al., 1997; Frank and Ekman, 
1997; Warren et al., 2009; see Ekman, 2003a for a review). What are 
the factors responsible for these striking individual differences? 
Several studies have been carried out to identify the cues used in 
detecting expression authenticity and to track the development 
of emotion recognition skills (e.g., Gosselin et al., 2002b; Ekman, 
2003a,b; Chartrand and Gosselin, 2005; Del Giudice and Colle, 
2007; Miles and Johnston, 2007). However, we still know very 
little about the factors accounting for individual variation. This 
is unfortunate, as a better understanding of individual differ-
ences would help clarify the cognitive processes underlying emo-
tion recognition and shed light on their real impact in ecological 
contexts (for example, do people keep track of who is better at 
recognizing emotional expression? What are the social benefits 
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that AU6 is reliably associated with the experience of positive emo-
tions in adults, children, and even young infants (Ekman et al., 1988, 
1990; Fox and Davidson, 1988; Davidson et al., 1990; Surakka and 
Hietanen, 1998; Fogel et al., 2000; Messinger et al., 2001).

As concerns the production of facial expressions, recent evidence 
suggests that the hypothesis of a univocal association between 
Duchenne marker and felt enjoyment may be way too simplistic. 
Indeed, in contrast to Ekman’s (2003b) estimate, it has been shown 
that Duchenne smiles can often be elicited by asking people to pre-
tend being happy (Krumhumer and Manstead, 2009). Furthermore, 
there is some evidence that Duchenne smiles can be displayed in 
situations eliciting negative emotions as well (e.g., Keltner and 
Bonanno, 1997; Papa and Bonanno, 2008).

However, there is also convincing evidence that the Duchenne 
marker is consistently used by untrained people to recognize felt 
and simulated enjoyment smiles (Frank et al., 1993; Williams et al., 
2001; Miles and Johnston, 2006, 2007; Thibault et al., 2009). Naïve 
observers rate Duchenne smiles as more genuine compared to 
non-Duchenne smiles, even when Duchenne smiles are produced 
voluntarily (Krumhumer and Manstead, 2009). Furthermore, the 
Duchenne marker is the best predictor of performance when par-
ticipants are asked to rate smile sincerity starting from static dis-
plays (e.g., Frank et al., 1993; Krumhumer and Manstead, 2009). 
Gaze patterns confirm the centrality of AU6: when people are asked 
to distinguish happiness from other facial expressions, they look at 
the mouth region most of the time (Williams et al., 2001; Leppänen 
and Hietanen, 2007), but they preferentially look at the eyes when 
the task concerns smile authenticity (Boraston et al., 2008). In par-
ticular, the focus of visual attention centers on the external side 
of the eye, where the most distinctive cues of AU6 activation are 
displayed (Williams et al., 2001).

InDIvIDual DIfferences In smIle recognITIon
Studies of adults’ ability to discriminate between felt and simulated 
smiles routinely detect sizable individual differences. Differences 
are minimized only when adults engage in very simple tasks and 
performance is at ceiling level (e.g., Boraston et al., 2008). As tasks 
become more difficult (e.g., when the intensity of expressions var-
ies, or when dynamic information is manipulated), substantial indi-
vidual differences emerge. The weighted average accuracy in five 
studies employing complex smile recognition tasks (Frank et al., 
1993; Gosselin et al., 2002a; Del Giudice and Colle, 2007; Boraston 
et al., 2008; McLennan et al., 2009) was 0.67, with a weighted 
SD = 0.17. Assuming normally distributed scores, one can make a 
rough estimate that accuracy ranges from 0.33 to 1.00 in 95% of 
participants, indicating large individual variation in performance.

Little is presently known about the causes of individual variation 
in smile recognition. Two main explanatory hypotheses involving 
perceptual and attentional factors have been advanced in the litera-
ture. First, it has been hypothesized that autistic-like personality traits 
should predict lower recognition ability (Dalton et al., 2007; Boraston 
et al., 2008); this effect would be mediated by decreased attention to 
the eye region of faces. Second, it has been proposed that other percep-
tual factors – such as the ability to discriminate between different AUs 
and the ability to detect discrepancy between the expression of eyes 
and that of the mouth – may be partly responsible for the observed 
individual differences in performance (Del Giudice and Colle, 2007).

auTIsm, auTIsTIc-lIke TraITs, anD The aTTenTIonal hypoThesIs
It is well known that people with autism show deficits in the recog-
nition of emotional facial expressions (e.g., Hobson, 1986; Ozonoff 
et al., 1990; Capps et al., 1992; Celani et al., 1999; Adolphs et al., 
2001). It has been proposed that recognition deficits depend on 
abnormal face processing, and more specifically on reduced explo-
ration of the eye region of the face (Langdell, 1978; Klin et al., 1999; 
van der Geest et al., 2002). Indeed, it has been repeatedly shown that 
individuals with autism do not look at the eyes as often as controls 
when viewing face pictures (Pelphrey et al., 2002; Dalton et al., 2005; 
Neumann et al., 2006; Spezio et al., 2007) or movie clips of social 
interactions (Klin et al., 2002). Moreover, they often direct attention 
toward uninformative regions, such as the nose and chin (van der 
Geest et al., 2002; see Jemel et al., 2006 for a review). This atypi-
cal pattern of face exploration might explain why autistic patients 
show more severe impairments in the detection of fear – which 
relies heavily on information conveyed by the eyes – compared to 
other basic emotions (Howard et al., 2000; Pelphrey et al., 2002; 
Adolphs et al., 2005).

The ability to recognize the authenticity of smiles also depends 
strongly upon the information conveyed by the eye region. Recently, 
Boraston et al. (2008) confirmed that autistic patients are impaired 
in smile recognition, as predicted by the attentional hypothesis. 
They asked participants to discriminate felt from simulated smiles 
on the basis of AU6 involvement and recorded gaze patterns with 
eye-tracking methodology; autistic patients were less accurate in 
detecting smile authenticity and looked at the eye region signifi-
cantly less than controls.

Autism and Asperger syndrome are diagnosable developmental 
disorders, but autistic-like personality traits are continuously dis-
tributed in the non-clinical population (Wing, 1988; Frith, 1991; 
Baron-Cohen, 1995; Le Couteur et al., 1996). They are higher in 
males, in scientists (especially in the hard sciences and engineer-
ing) and in relatives of autistic-spectrum patients (Baron-Cohen 
et al., 2001; Woodbury-Smith et al., 2005; Wheelwright et al., 2006; 
Dalton et al., 2007). Thus, individual differences in autistic-like 
traits may contribute to explain individual differences in smile rec-
ognition skills; people high in autistic-like traits may show reduced 
visual attention to the eyes, which in turn would limit their ability 
to detect felt enjoyment smiles (e.g., Knapp and Comadena, 1979; 
Ekman and O’Sullivan, 1991; Chartrand and Gosselin, 2005; Del 
Giudice and Colle, 2007). Consistent with this hypothesis, a study 
of face processing in subjects high in autistic-like traits (Dalton 
et al., 2007) showed that they made fewer fixations in the eye region 
compared to controls while looking at face pictures.

oTher percepTual facTors
Based on previous findings and new data from adults and chil-
dren, Del Giudice and Colle (2007) hypothesized that individual 
differences in smile recognition may depend on three perceptual– 
attentional factors: attention to facial features, AU discrimination, and 
discrepancy detection. Attention to features refers to individual dif-
ferences in the amount of attention devoted to the eye region vs. the 
mouth region of the face. AU discrimination refers to the ability to 
operate fine discriminations between similar action units in the eye 
region. In order to evaluate smile authenticity, people need to detect 
the cues of AU6 activation and to distinguish AU6 from similar 
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background with Presentation™ 9.3 software (Neurobehavioral 
Systems). Eye movements were recorded with an infrared remote 
camera (RED-III pan tilt) connected to an iViewX™ eye-tracking 
system (SensoMotoric Instruments). The system analyzed on-line 
monocular pupil and corneal reflection (50 Hz sampling rate). 
Before starting the task, the system was calibrated with nine prede-
fined fixation points. Participants sat in front of a desk with a chin 
support minimizing head movements; room lights were dimmed 
for the duration of the task.

Tasks anD measures
Smile recognition
Smile recognition was assessed with the smiles picture set (SPS; Del 
Giudice and Colle, 2007). SPS items consist of 25 color pictures 
of an actor’s face displaying symmetrical smiles of different inten-
sity, either with closed lips (AU12) or bared teeth (AU12 + AU25). 
The set contains 11 Duchenne smiles with AU6 activation and 14 
non-Duchenne smiles (seven with AU7 activation and seven with 
a neutral eye region; see Figure 1A). Complete FACS codings of 
the SPS pictures can be found in Del Giudice and Colle (2007).

The task started with a preliminary phase, in which four pic-
tures of the same actor performing different expressions (anger, 
sadness, surprise, and disgust) were presented, each preceded by 
the picture of the actor’s neutral face. This phase gave participants 
the possibility to get accustomed to the actor’s face. Instructions 
were: “Now you are going to see this person smile. Each time, you 
will see a smile and then will be asked to tell if this person is really 
happy (left key) or just pretending to be happy (right key). If you 
are unable to decide, do not press any key.” The original instruc-
tions were in Italian; contento was the Italian word for “happy.” The 
25 items were shown in one of two randomized orders; each item 
had a duration of 3 s and started with a neutral face (1 s) followed 
by the smiling face (2 s). After the smiling face, a 1-s fixation cross 
was displayed, followed by the question: “Do you think this person 
was really happy, or was he pretending to be happy?” Participants 
answered by pressing the corresponding key. The question was dis-
played for 5 s, and was followed by a 2-s fixation cross. During the 
task, participants did not receive feedback about their performance.

Each response was coded as correct (1 point) or incorrect (0 
points). A correct response was scored for a “really happy” answer 
to items with AU6 activation, and for a “pretending to be happy” 
answer to items with AU7 activation or a neutral eye region. “Don’t 
know” answers were awarded 0 points; this option was include 
so as to minimize guessing. The number of correct answers was 
used as a measure of smile recognition ability, and ranged from 
0 to 25. As in yes–no tasks the proportion of correct responses 
represents a biased measure (i.e., it does not consider systematic 
errors in performance), we also evaluated performance at the SPS 
by computing Signal Detection Theory parameters (Macmillan and 
Creelman, 2005). The proportion of hits and false alarms were used 
to calculate the location of criterion c (i.e., the general tendency to 
respond “really happy” or “pretending to be happy”; e.g., a value 
of zero indicates no bias) and sensitivity d′, an unbiased sensitiv-
ity index independent of the criterion the participant is adopting 
(e.g., a value of zero indicates complete inability to discriminate 
Duchenne smile trials from non-Duchenne smile trials, whereas 
larger values indicate correspondingly better discrimination).

action units under voluntary control. For example, AU7 is produced 
by the inner strand of the Orbicularis Oculi muscle, and it narrows 
the eye aperture similarly to AU6. Adults as a group (in contrast to 
children) are usually quite accurate in distinguishing between AU6 
and AU7 (Del Giudice and Colle, 2007), but some adults may still 
be less accurate than others, and this may contribute to lower their 
performance on recognition tasks. The third perceptual factor is the 
ability to detect discrepancies between eye and mouth activation. 
Adults seem to compare eye and mouth activity and to perform a 
sort of “consistency check”: smiles displaying pronounced discrep-
ancy (e.g., strong mouth activation but no eyes involvement) are 
more easily detected as simulated (Del Giudice and Colle, 2007). 
Differences in sensitivity to eye–mouth discrepancy may thus con-
tribute to individual variation in recognition performance.

aIm of The sTuDy
The hypothesis that perceptual–attentional factors play a major 
role in explaining individual differences in smile recognition has 
been advanced a number of times, and often implicitly assumed, 
but – to our knowledge – it has never been tested empirically. The 
present study employed eye-tracking methodology and tests of 
AU discrimination skills to investigate (1) to what extent percep-
tual and attentional factors explain individual differences in smile 
recognition; and (2) whether autistic-like personality traits in the 
non-clinical range predict individual differences in visual attention 
to different regions of the face.

maTerIals anD meThoDs
parTIcIpanTs
One hundred twenty college undergraduates from the University 
of Turin took part in the study. In order to obtain a heterogene-
ous sample with respect to autistic-like personality traits (Baron-
Cohen et al., 2001), we recruited students with diverse academic 
backgrounds, including physical and biological sciences, social 
sciences, and the humanities. Twenty participants were excluded 
from the study sample after administration, due to the loss of more 
that 20% of the their gaze fixations by the eye-tracker software 
(data loss may result from a variety of causes, including calibration 
problems due to the shape or color of participants’ eyes, exces-
sive head movements, and so on). The final sample size was thus 
N = 100 (53 females, 47 males). Participant’s age ranged from 18 
to 35 years (M = 23.1; SD = 2.9). All participants had normal or 
corrected-to-normal vision.

maTerIals anD proceDure
Participants were tested individually by a trained experimenter. 
They were administered a smile recognition task, a perceptual dis-
crimination task, and a paper-and-pencil questionnaire measuring 
autistic-like personality traits. During the smile recognition task, 
participants’ eye movements (scanpaths) were recorded by means 
of a remote eye-tracker. The order of task presentation was ran-
domized, and the whole session lasted approximately 40–60 min.

The items of the smile recognition and perceptual discrimina-
tion tasks were presented on a 21″ monitor at a viewing distance 
of 70 cm. Pictures had a resolution of 1024 by 768 pixels, and 
subtended a vertical visual angle of 15° and a horizontal angle of 
22°. They were displayed at the center of the screen against a white 
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discrimination score ranging from 0 to 12. The EDT was designed 
to measure task-specific discrimination skills – that is, participants 
had to make the same type of perceptual distinctions on the eye 
region required by the smile recognition task. For this reason, the 
eye-region expressions shown in the EDT were taken directly from 
the items employed in the recognition task.

Visual attention
Eye-tracker data recorded during the smile recognition task were 
analyzed to assess participants’ patterns of visual attention to dif-
ferent regions of the face. Two identical rectangular areas of interest 

Perceptual discrimination between eye-region AUs
In order to assess the ability to perceive subtle differences between 
different AUs in the eye region, we developed a novel task – the eyes 
discrimination task (EDT). The 12 items of the EDT were assem-
bled from pictures of the eye region taken from the SPS pictures. 
In the EDT, participants were shown four alternative pictures of 
a person’s eyes (differing only in the type and intensity of acti-
vated AUs) and asked to select the one matching a target picture 
(see Figure 1B). Participants were asked to match the pictures as 
quickly as possible, and had to give their response within 6 s. Each 
response was coded as correct (1) or incorrect (0), yielding a total 

Figure 1 | (A) Examples of the three smile types in the Smile Picture Set. From 
left to right: a Duchenne smile with AU6, a smile without eye region (AU0), and a 
smile with AU7. To facilitate comparison, the three items shown all involve 
bared-teeth smiles (AU12 + AU25) of similar intensity. See Del Giudice and Colle 
(2007) for complete Facial Action Coding System coding. (B) Example of 

scanpath in response to a Duchenne smile picture (AU6 + AU12). Light gray 
boxes indicate Areas of Interests (AOIs); circle size indicates fixation duration. 
(C) Sample item from the Eyes Discrimination Task. To prevent discrimination 
based on chromatic cues, the figure of the top was shown in color, while the 
four response alternatives were displayed in black and white.
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resulTs
DescrIpTIve sTaTIsTIcs
Consistent with previous literature findings, substantial individual 
variation in the ability to recognize smile authenticity was observed 
(see Table 1). The proportion of correct responses ranged from 
0.44 to 0.92, with a mean of 0.70. To ascertain whether these data 
represented true individual differences in recognition ability rather 
than mere random noise, we compared the distribution of scores 
in our sample with the expected binomial distribution assuming a 
fixed success probability P = 0.70. The score distribution was sig-
nificantly different from the one expected by chance [ χ( ) . ,12

2 33 62=  
p = 0.001]; also, the variance of the score distribution was larger 
than that of the corresponding binomial (variance ratio: 1.48), indi-
cating that individual variability in recognition scores was higher 
than expected by chance alone.

Sensitivity (d′) ranged from −0.44 to 2.67, with a mean of 1.28 
(see Table 1). Criterion c ranged from −0.64 to 1.66, with a mean 
of 0.06. The average criterion did not differ significantly from zero 
[t

(99)
 = 1.65, p = 0.102], suggesting that participants did not show 

any systematic bias toward reporting a signal (happiness) or a no-
signal (pretend happiness). Accordingly, no differences between 
false positive and false negative error rates were found [paired-
sample t-test, t

(99)
 = −1.78, p = 0.08].

The analysis of visual attention (EMI) showed that, on average, 
participants looked significantly longer at the eye region compared 
to the mouth region: the mean EMI was 0.65, and was significantly 
different from 0.50 [t

(99)
 = 7.05, p < 0.001; see Table 1], i.e., the value 

indicating that gaze is equally distributed between the eye region 
and the mouth region. These results are consistent with the findings 
by Boraston et al. (2008) and confirm that, when evaluating smile 
authenticity, people rely preferentially on the information conveyed 
by the eyes. EMI scores at the different SPS item types were com-
pared by performing repeated measures ANOVA. Results showed a 
significant effect of item type [F

(2,98)
 = 8.23, p < 0.001]. Post hoc com-

parisons revealed that EMI was significantly lower in AU0 smiles 
(neutral eye region) compared to smiles with AU6 (p < 0.001) and 
AU7 (p = 0.007). No significant difference in EMI between AU6 
and AU7 was found (p = 1.000). In other words, participants gazed 
more to the eye region in AU6 and AU7 conditions compared to 
the AU0 condition. This result suggest that participants were not 
sensitive to the eye-region per se, but to eye-region activation, and 
looked at the eyes only when information was present.

Autism-spectrum quotient scores were similar to those in norma-
tive samples (e.g., Hoekstra et al., 2008; Hurst et al., 2009). The atten-
tion to details score ranged from 12 to 36 (M = 25.3; SD = 4.7) and the 
interpersonal score ranged from 58 to 109 (M = 80.8; SD = 10.1). In 

(AOIs) were drawn, one covering the eye region (the eyes and the 
lateral area where “crow’s feet” wrinkles appear) and another cov-
ering the mouth region (Figure 1C). Each AOI sustained an hori-
zontal visual angle of 13° and a vertical visual angle of 4.5°. First, 
the overall duration of gaze fixations in each AOI was calculated. A 
fixation was recorded whenever the scanpath remained within 1° of 
visual angle for at least 100 ms. Following Merin et al. (2006), we cal-
culated an eye–mouth index (EMI) for each participant by dividing 
the total amount of time spent looking at the eye region by the time 
spent looking at either the eyes or the mouth [EMI = Eye-region 
fixation time/(Eye-region fixation time + Mouth-region fixation 
time)]. A low EMI (less than 0.50) indicates that a participant gazes 
preferentially at the mouth region; a high EMI (greater than 0.50) 
indicates that a participant gazes preferentially at the eye region.

Discrepancy detection
The ability to detect discrepancies between the eye region and the 
mouth region is an important component of smile recognition. Our 
procedure did not allow us to obtain a direct measure of individual dif-
ferences in discrepancy detection; however, we hypothesized that par-
ticipants would respond to an incongruous facial expression by gazing 
back and forth between the eye region and the mouth region. Thus, 
the increase in the number of gaze shifts when looking at discrepant 
smiles would provide an indirect measure of discrepancy detection. 
We tested our hypothesis by comparing the average number of gaze 
shifts made in the three types of SPS items, from the least (AU6) to 
the most discrepant (AU7). A shift was scored when two consecutive 
fixations fell inside the two different AOIs. Repeated measures ANOVA 
showed a main effect of stimulus type [F

(2,198)
 = 9.25, p < 0.001], with 

shift frequency increasing as predicted (AU6 < AU0 < AU7).
For each participant, we estimated the regression of the aver-

age number of shifts per item on item type (AU6 = −1, AU0 = 0, 
AU7 = +1). The standardized regression slope (beta) quantifies the 
increase in gaze shifts with increasing stimulus discrepancy, and 
serves as an indirect index of discrepancy detection. For example, 
beta = 0 means that there is no change in gaze shifts between the 
different types of smiles; positive betas indicate that the number 
of shifts increases from AU6 items to AU7 items, with larger values 
indicating a larger relative increase.

Autistic-like traits
Autistic-like traits were measured with the autism-spectrum 
quotient (AQ; Baron-Cohen et al., 2001; Italian version from the 
University of Cambridge Autism Research Centre website: http://
www.autismresearchcentre.com). The AQ is a 50-item self-report 
measure of autistic-like traits in normal IQ individuals, and com-
prises five subscales: social skills, attention switch, attention to details, 
communication, and imagination. Whereas in the original AQ par-
ticipants’ responses are dichotomized, we followed the recent litera-
ture (e.g., Hoekstra et al., 2008) and employed four-point scores in 
order to maximize scale reliability. Psychometric studies (Hoekstra 
et al., 2008; Hurst et al., 2009) suggest that the AQ can be adequately 
represented by two correlated factors: an attention to details factor 
and a so-called interpersonal factor (composed by the other four 
scales). We thus computed two summary scores corresponding to 
the two factors of the AQ: an attention to detail score (Cronbach’s 
α = 0.66) and an interpersonal score (α = 0.75).

Table 1 | Descriptive statistics.

Variable  M SD Min Max

SPS score (recognition) 17.6 2.8 11 23

EDT score (AU discrimination) 10.0 1.3 7 12

EMI (visual attention) 0.65 0.22 0.04 0.97

Beta (discrepancy detection) 0.24 0.67 −1.00 1.00

AQ-details  25.3 4.7 12 36

AQ-interpersonal  80.8 10.1 58 109
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Model fitting was carried out in R 2.8.0 (R Development Core Team, 
2008) with the package sem 0.9-13 (Fox, 2008). Prior to model fit-
ting, some variables (EDT, EMI, and beta) were log-transformed 
with the addition of appropriate constants in order to reduce skew.

Consistent with the results of correlation analysis, the best-
fitting model in the set turned out to be the null one, i.e., the 
model in which none of the measured variables predicts perfor-
mance in smile recognition (accuracy), either directly or indirectly 
[χ(21)

2 = 16 810. , RMSEA = 0, GOFI = 0.957].

DIscussIon
Felt and simulated enjoyment smiles differ with respect to several 
morphological cues, including the activation of a prominent action 
unit in the eye region (the Duchenne marker). This has led to the 
prediction that perceptual factors, and especially the allocation of 
attention to the eyes, would play a major role in explaining individual 
differences in the ability to recognize smile authenticity (Del Giudice 
and Colle, 2007). The results of the present study, however, provide 
evidence against this hypothesis. Participants were asked to discrimi-
nate Duchenne from non-Duchenne enjoyment smiles when look-
ing at an actor’s smiling face. As in previous studies, large individual 
variation in discrimination accuracy was found, with performance 
ranging from 40% to over 90% correct responses. The average perfor-
mance level (about 70% correct) suggests that, as a group, participants 
made use of perceptual information to detect smile authenticity; as 
predicted, they attended to the eye region more than to the mouth 
region (see Boraston et al., 2008), and were sensitive to discrepancies 
between the expression of the eyes and that of the mouth.

In contrast, perceptual factors did not appear to play any signifi-
cant role in explaining individual differences in smile recognition. 
Taken together, the three perceptual mechanisms we considered 
– attention allocation, AU discrimination, and discrepancy detec-
tion – accounted for about 4% of variance in accuracy. A null result 
was also found concerning the role of autistic-like traits in the nor-
mative range in explaining individual differences in performance. 
Contrary to expectations, participants’ autistic-like traits did not 
predict their pattern of attention allocation, nor their performance 
in the smile recognition task.

This negative result is consistent with data recently collected by 
other research groups, both with normal participants and with autis-
tic patients (Boraston et al., 2008; E. Heerey, personal communica-
tion, August 8, 2009). Indeed, Boraston et al. (2008) found that, as a 

contrast with previous findings, AQ scores did not significantly corre-
late with sex [Attention to details: r

(98)
 = 0.062, p = 0.543; Interpersonal: 

r
(98)

 = 0.007, p = 0.945]. However, it is important to note that our 
sample was not demographically representative, having been selected 
so as to maximize the variance in autistic-like traits in both sexes.

correlaTIon analysIs
A strong positive correlation was found between the two meas-
ures of performance at the SPS [raw accuracy and d′; r

(98)
 = 0.94, 

p < 0.001]. This result confirms that accuracy can be considered a 
good measure of performance in our smile recognition task, given 
that no systematic response bias was found. In the SPS, criterion 
was negatively correlated with accuracy [r

(98)
 = −0.20, p = 0.04] and 

d′ [r
(98)

 = 0.30, p = 0.003].
Correlations between performance at the SPS and the other 

variables were small and non-significant (see Table 2), thus sug-
gesting that none of the perceptual factors, nor autistic-like traits 
were able to predict individual differences in the ability to recognize 
smile authenticity. Correlations among the three perceptual factors 
(visual attention, AU discrimination, and discrepancy detection) 
were also small and non-significant. We found a significant nega-
tive correlation between discrepancy detection and the “attention 
to details” subscale of the AQ [r

(98)
 = −0.21; p = 0.038]. This may 

reflect the local perceptual processing style by people scoring high 
on the AQ-detail scale; local processing and a focus on details would 
reduce the ability to detect global discrepancies in facial expressions.

paTh analysIs
Correlation analysis suggested that none of the perceptual and per-
sonality variables we measured was able to reliably predict perfor-
mance in smile recognition. We then proceeded to test the study 
hypotheses more formally, by fitting a series of path models to the 
data. The full model (with the hypothesized effects directions) is 
shown in Figure 2; it includes direct effects of the three perceptual 
variables (EDT, EMI, and beta), direct effects of autistic-like traits, 
indirect effects of autistic-like traits through visual attention, and 
the effect of sex on autistic-like traits. In addition to the full model, 
we tested a null model with no direct or indirect effects of any 
measured variable, and 11 alternative models representing different 
effect combinations (e.g., a non-zero effect of visual attention but 
no effects of autistic-like traits). Models were fitted to the covariance 
matrix and compared with the small-sample AIC statistic (AIC

c
). 

Table 2 | Correlations between study variables.

Variables 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1. SPS score –        

2. d′ 0.94** –       

3. c −0.20* −0.30* –      

4. EDT score 0.10 0.11 0.01 –     

5. EMI 0.08 0.08 −0.05 0.15 –    

6. Beta 0.15 0.12 −0.03 0.06 0.02 –   

7. AQ-details 0.03 0.11 0.06 −0.02 −0.04 −0.21 –  

8. AQ-interpersonal  −0.10 −0.09 0.13 0.00 0.11 0.04 −0.00 – 

9. Sex (M = 0, F = 1) 0.02 0.05 0.14 0.04 −0.09 0.12 0.06 0.01 –

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01.
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fuTure research DIrecTIons
The present study provides evidence that perceptual–attentional 
factors and autistic-like traits play a minor role (if any) in explain-
ing individual differences in smile recognition. What other factors 
could account for the remarkable amount of individual variation 
in this ability? Two promising candidates are emotion knowledge 
and simulation processes.

Chartrand and Gosselin (2005) suggested that perceptual cues 
are not sufficient to discriminate felt and simulated emotions; they 
argued that a major role is played by the meaning attributed to 
those cues, that is, by the semantic knowledge on emotions. It is 
well known that recognition of emotions from facial expressions 
is modulated by contextual information and emotional knowledge 
(e.g., Balconi and Pozzoli, 2005; Lindquist et al., 2006; Balconi and 
Lucchiari, 2007). For example, non-prototypical facial displays tend 
to be categorized as expressions of “basic emotions” when congru-
ent contextual/semantic information is provided (Férnandez-Dols 
et al., 2008). Smile recognition could then depend heavily on con-
textual information, as well as on the observer’s previous knowledge 
concerning simulated emotions and their facial expression.

Niedenthal et al. (2010) recently proposed that smile recognition 
is the outcome of a processes of embodied simulation. Embodied 
simulation models posit that the conscious and non-conscious 
perception of emotional expressions automatically triggers the 
activation of the facial configuration associated with the observed 
emotion (mimicry), and induces the experience of the very same 
emotion in the observer (emotional contagion; see Goldman and 
Sripada, 2005; Tamietto et al., 2009; Tamietto and de Gelder, 
2010). There is evidence that Duchenne and non-Duchenne smiles 
produce different facial reactions in the observer (Surakka and 
Hietanen, 1998); thus, it is plausible that automatic simulation plays 
a critical role in the detection of smile authenticity. Preliminary 
evidence collected in a recent mimicry study suggests that this, 
indeed, could be the case (Maringer et al., 2011).

conclusIon
We believe that our negative results, though not conclusive, rep-
resent an opportunity to rethink the role of perceptual factors in 
complex emotion recognition. Whereas the analysis of facial fea-
tures is probably sufficient to discriminate between prototypical 
expressions in simple tasks, representing the subtle meaning of 
more complex displays may require the involvement of additional 
cognitive processes. Further research will be needed in order to 
investigate these processes, to elucidate when they are accurate and 
when they fail, and to discover how they relate to other aspects of 
cognition and personality.
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group, autistic participants performed significantly worse on smile 
authenticity detection, and looked significantly less at the eye region 
compared to controls. However, performance in smile recognition 
did not correlate with the proportion of time spent looking at the eye 
region, neither in the autistic nor in the control group. While caution 
should be paid to extend results concerning autistic-like traits to 
autistic patients, the lack of any reliable association between autistic-
like traits, attention allocation, and smile recognition may contribute 
to cast doubt on current explanations of emotion recognition deficits 
in autistic patients (see also Jones et al., 2011). In other words, it is 
possible that the association between impairments in emotion recog-
nition and atypical patterns of attention to facial features in autistic 
patients does not reflect a true causal pathway (Boraston et al., 2008). 
Although absence of evidence is not evidence of absence, and null 
findings from a single study cannot be taken as proof that an effect 
does not exist, our study does suggest that the explanatory power of 
perceptual– attentional factors and autistic-like traits may have been 
overestimated in the emotion recognition literature.

lImITaTIons of The presenT sTuDy
Our study has some limitations, which may have contributed to under-
estimate the role of perceptual–attentional factors and autistic-like 
traits in smile recognition. First of all, our smile recognition task was 
based on the manipulation of a single perceptual cue – the Duchenne 
marker. Recent evidence indicates that symmetry and dynamic fea-
tures can be even better predictors of participants’ ability to assess 
smile sincerity, especially when dynamic facial displays are evaluated 
(e.g., Krumhumer and Manstead, 2009). Thus it is possible that, using 
a different smile recognition task, perceptual factors and autistic-like 
traits would be able to explain a greater amount of inter-individual 
variation. Second, discrepancy detection was measured only indirectly. 
Given that discrepancy detection seems to be especially critical in 
adults (Del Giudice and Colle, 2007), it would be important to assess 
this process in a more direct way before dismissing it as unimportant. 
Third, before concluding that autistic-like traits play no role in smile 
recognition and in the modulation of attention, it would be interesting 
to repeat the study in a population with higher autistic-like traits, such 
as the relatives of autistic patients (Dalton et al., 2007).

Figure 2 | Path diagram of the full model tested in the analysis.
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